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Abstract—Data coupling between modules, especially common coupling, has long been considered a source of concern in software

design, but the issue is somewhat more complicated for products that are comprised of kernel modules together with optional

nonkernel modules. This paper presents a refined categorization of common coupling based on definitions and uses between kernel

and nonkernel modules and applies the categorization to a case study. Common coupling is usually avoided when possible because of

the potential for introducing risky dependencies among software modules. The relative risk of these dependencies is strongly related to

the specific definition-use relationships. In a previous paper, we presented results from a longitudinal analysis of multiple versions of

the open-source operating system Linux. This paper applies the new common coupling categorization to version 2.4.20 of Linux,

counting the number of instances of common coupling between each of the 26 kernel modules and all the other nonkernel modules.

We also categorize each coupling in terms of the definition-use relationships. Results show that the Linux kernel contains a large

number of common couplings of all types, raising a concern about the long-term maintainability of Linux.

Index Terms—Modularity, dependencies, common coupling, definition-use analysis, kernel-based software, open-source software,

Linux.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN 1969, Per Brinch Hansen developed a multiprogram-
ming operating system for the RC 4000 computer. The

operating system consisted of a kernel (“nucleus”) that
handled program execution, whereas input-output was
performed by hardware-specific nonkernel modules [1].
This concept was subsequently extended to the architecture
of database management systems [2]. Today, the kernel-
nonkernel architecture is widely used in the design of
operating systems, database management systems, and
other systems software, including games systems [3]. In
this paper, we refer to software that is comprised of a kernel
together with optional nonkernel modules as kernel-based
software.

The coupling between two units of a software system is a
measure of the degree of interaction between those units
and, hence, of the dependency between the units. Couplings
among modules have great impact on the quality of the
software. Certain types of coupling, especially common

coupling,1 have long been considered to present risks for
software development, particularly for reuse and main-
tenance [4], [5] (two modules are defined to be common
coupled if they both reference the same global variable). As
explained at the end of Section 2, this is a particular
problem when the common coupling is clandestine [6], that
is, when existing modules are coupled to new modules by
way of the new modules making use of the same global
variables that the existing modules use, but without
changing the existing modules in any way.

However, we have noted that not all common coupling is
the same. Most particularly, for kernel-based software,
couplings within the kernel are not the same as couplings
between kernel and nonkernel modules. Further, the risks
of common coupling are strongly related to the pattern of
definitions and uses of the variables involved in the
common coupling. This paper presents a method for
analyzing common coupling based on the definition-use
patterns of common coupled variables, a method that is
developed into a metric for kernel-based software.

This current paper follows a longitudinal study of the
maintainability of the Linux kernel [7], [8], [9] that
examined the kernel modules of nearly 400 successive
versions of Linux. Our major results were that the number
of lines of code in each kernel module increases linearlywith
version number, but that the number of instances of
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1. The term “common coupling” is a vestige of the COMMON statement
in FORTRAN. It has been used in the literature on software coupling since
the 1970s. After some discussion and disagreement among the authors
about switching to a more modern and possibly more meaningful term,
such as “global coupling, ” we decided not to use this paper to try to change
terminology.
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common coupling between each kernel module and all the
other Linux modules grows exponentially. Both results were
significant at the 99.99 percent level.

As explained in Section 2, common coupling is connected
to fault-proneness. Consequently, we raised the concern
that the dependencies between modules induced by
common coupling have the potential to render Linux hard
to maintain at some future date, ending [7] by stating: “In
conclusion, our analysis of the growth of common coupling
within successive versions of Linux tends to support Ken
Thompson’s remark [10]: ‘I don’t think [Linux] will be very
successful in the long run’.” Needless to say, these
conclusions were not popular with Linux users when
presented at conferences [8], [9]. An audience member at
an ISSRE 2002 panel [9] raised an intriguing question. He
wondered how widely the values of global variables could
be changed within Linux. For example, if global variables
can be changed in just a few places, Linux would be
considerably more maintainable than if global variables can
be changed in many places. The answer to this question
requires a definition-use analysis of Linux.

Our first step was to create a refinement of the traditional
notion of common coupling. This resulted in an analysis
technique and metric for evaluating kernel-based software.
The analysis technique is based on the definition-use
patterns of the coupled variables. It has applications to
evaluation of maintenance and reuse, and can also serve as
a tool to help designers avoid potential problems. The
analysis technique and metric are presented in Sections 3
and 4. Our technique has been applied as a case study to the
widely used open-source operating system Linux, as
described in Sections 5, 6, and 7. Threats to the validity of
the case study are described in Section 8. Our conclusions
appear in Section 9. The paper begins by summarizing
traditional common coupling in Section 2.

2 MODULE DEPENDENCIES

As stated in the previous section, the coupling between two
units of a software system is a measure of the degree of
interaction between those units and, hence, of the
dependency between the units. Stevens et al. [11] presented
six levels of coupling between pairs of modules; other
scales for measuring the severity of coupling include those
of Page-Jones [12], Offutt et al. [13], and Schach [14]. There
is little agreement in general among the various scales.
Nevertheless, all scales agree that common coupling is
undesirable.

If there were no coupling at all in a software system, then
that system would consist of one large module, so some
amount of coupling clearly is needed. That is, coupling is a
necessary consequence of modularization. However, where
there is coupling between two modules, there is some
degree of dependence between those modules. The result-
ing degree of dependence between two modules may be
high (strong coupling) or low (weak coupling).

Too much coupling will make a software system fault-
prone, difficult to reuse, and difficult to maintain. Page-
Jones provided several reasons for minimizing the number
of instances of coupling between modules [12]:

1. Fewer interconnections between modules reduce the
chance that a fault in one module will cause a failure
in other modules.

2. Fewer interconnections between modules reduce the
chance that changes in one module will cause
problems in other modules.

3. Fewer interconnections between modules reduce
programmer time in understanding the details of
other modules.

So, coupling should be used with caution.
In this paper, we consider the classical coupling category

common coupling. It has been shown that, for a variety of
coupling metrics, the stronger (more undesirable) the
coupling, the greater the fault-proneness [4], [5]. A major
reason underlying this phenomenon is that dependencies
within the code lead to regression faults.

Coupling has not yet been explicitly shown to be related
to maintainability. However, there is as yet no precise
definition of maintainability and, therefore, there are no
generally accepted metrics for maintainability (other than at
the architectural level [15]). Nevertheless, if a module is
fault-prone, then it will have to undergo repeated main-
tenance, and these frequent changes are likely to compro-
mise its maintainability. Furthermore, these frequent
changes will not always be restricted to the fault-prone
module itself; it is not uncommon to have to modify more
than one module to fix a single fault. Thus, the fault-
proneness of one module can adversely affect the main-
tainability of a number of other modules. In other words, it
is easy to believe that strong coupling can have a
deleterious effect on maintainability.

There are three reasons why we consider common
coupling in this paper. First, it was shown in a case study
on the maintainability of multiversion real-time software
that the overwhelming preponderance of strong coupling
introduced during the maintenance phase was common
coupling [16]. Second, there is considerable controversy
regarding what precisely constitutes weak or strong
coupling, let alone which categorization of coupling should
be followed. However, all categorizations we have seen
include a form of coupling that corresponds to classical
common coupling and, as previously stated, there seems to
be unanimity that common coupling is risky.

The third reason we concentrated on common coupling
is that common coupling possesses the unfortunate prop-
erty that the number of instances of common coupling
between a module M and the other modules can change
drastically, even if module M itself never changes, an effect
that has been called clandestine common coupling [6]. For
example, if modules M and N both reference global variable
gv, then there is one instance of common coupling between
module M and the other modules. But, if 10 new modules
are written, all of which reference global variable gv, then
the number of instances of common coupling between
module M and the other modules increases to 11, even
though module M itself is unchanged.

The effects of clandestine common coupling can be
particularly acute for kernel-based software. For all other
forms of coupling, the only way that coupling can be
introduced between an existing kernel module and a new
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nonkernel module is to explicitly change the kernel module.
But, where there is common coupling, a new nonkernel
module can be coupled to an existing kernel module simply
by including a reference to a global variable in that new
nonkernel module. Consequently, it is possible for common
coupling within a kernel-based module to increase without
the knowledge of the managers responsible for the kernel,
that is, in a clandestine way.

3 DEFINITION-USE ANALYSIS

Evaluating the potential effects of common coupling
requires an analysis of definition-use patterns [17]. Suppose
that a variable vvv is declared in a program. Every
occurrence of that variable can then be categorized as either

1. a definition (or def) of that variable, that is, an
assignment of a value to that variable (for example,
read (vvv) or vvv = 3), or

2. a use of that variable, that is, a utilization of the
current value of that variable (for example, x = vvv

+ 3 or if (vvv > 7) return).

Suppose that modules M1 and M2 are common coupled
because they both reference global variable gv. There are
three possible situations:

1. Only M1 can change the value of gv. That is, gv is
defined in M1 but only used in M2.

2. Only M2 can change the value of gv. That is, gv is
defined in M2 but only used in M1.

3. Both M1 and M2 can change the value of gv. That is,
gv is defined in both M1 and M2.

Situations 1 and 2 pose less risk for maintenance than 3
because there are fewer dependencies between the two
modules when only one of them can change the value of gv.
The dependencies are localized, thus effects of future
changes can be easily determined. When only one module
can define gv, changes to the other module cannot affect the
defining module. Furthermore, within a given module that
can change global variable gv, fewer places that can change
gv is better.

In def-use analysis, each instance of a variable is labeled
as either a definition or a use of that variable. The next
section describes how def-use analysis is utilized to
characterize common coupling in kernel-based software.

4 DEFINITION-USE ANALYSIS OF KERNEL-BASED

SOFTWARE

Common coupling is normally considered to be a
bidirectional relationship; the definition of common
coupling is that two modules are common coupled if that
they share a global variable. However, it seems clear that

definitions and uses of global variables have decidedly

different effects on maintenance, so the detailed analysis

that we need to perform in order to consider the effects of

common coupling on maintenance requires a directional

relationship.
We choose to represent def-use relationships graphically

as illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. In Fig. 1, the outer rectangle

denotes the kernel, so M1 and M2 are both kernel modules.

The arrow from M1 to M2 denotes that M1 defines gv (at least

once) and M2 uses gv (at least once).
Fig. 2 adds “multiplicity ” information to Fig. 1, showing

that gv is defined three times in M1 and used four times in

M2. In general, a pair (p, q) denotes that the global variable is

defined p times and used q times in the module in which

the pair appears. When a global variable is defined in two

modules, the arrow connecting the boxes representing the

modules is double-headed. This is shown in Fig. 3, which

shows that global variables gv_a and gv_b are both

defined and used in modules M3 and M4. The outer rectangle

denotes that M3 is a kernel module, whereas M4 is a

nonkernel module. Global variables gv_a and gv_b are

together defined twice in M3 and three times in M4, and

together are used three times in M3 and five times in M4.

Additional features of our notation will be explained when

they are introduced.
As shown in Table 1 and described below, we classify

global variables in kernel-based systems into five categories.

All forms of common coupling are considered to be

undesirable (although sometimes necessary), but the ways

global variables are used can be defined as safe or unsafe

with respect to maintainability.
For example, suppose that global variable gv is declared

in a kernel-based system and that there are two occurrences

of gv in the program:

1. a definition of gv in kernel module K and
2. a use of gv in nonkernel module NK.

Suppose further that a maintenance programmer incor-

rectly modifies the statement in nonkernel module NK that

uses variable gv. This change cannot affect the definition of

gv in kernel module K in any way; from the viewpoint of

the kernel modules, variable gv is safe, even though there is

common coupling between K and NK by virtue of the fact

that both modules reference global variable gv. That is, the
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Fig. 1. An example of our graphical notation for representing common

coupling. Modules M1 and M2 both reference global variable gv; the arrow

means that M1 defines gv and M2 uses it.

Fig. 2. Fig. 1 with explicit def-use multiplicities added; M1 defines gv

three times and M2 uses gv four times.

Fig. 3. A further example of our graphical notation for representing

common coupling. Modules M3 and M4 both define and use global

variables gv_a and gv_b.



common coupling between K and NK does not constitute a
maintenance risk to the kernel modules.

Conversely, an incorrect modification to the statement in
kernel module K that defines (that is, assigns a value to)
variable gv will certainly affect the subsequent use of that
variable in nonkernel module NK. Consequently, from the
viewpoint of the nonkernel modules, variable gv is unsafe;
the common coupling between K and NK represents a
maintenance risk with respect to the nonkernel modules.

Common coupling is a risky practice. However, def-use
analysis enables us to determine whether, for a specific
instance of common coupling:

1. There is a risk to only the kernel modules (and the
instance of common coupling is therefore unsafe
with respect to the kernel modules, but safe with
respect to the nonkernel modules).

2. There is a risk to only the nonkernel modules (and
the instance of common coupling is therefore safe
with respect to the kernel modules, but unsafe with
respect to the nonkernel modules).

3. There is a risk to both the kernel and the nonkernel
modules (and the instance of common coupling is
therefore unsafe with respect to both the kernel and
the nonkernel modules).

A kernel-based system is composed of a kernel set of
modules, which are included in all installations of that
system, and nonkernel modules that are included in specific
installations. Because kernel modules are included in all
installations, we are most concerned with effects of
common coupling on the kernel. From now on, we consider
global variables to be either safe or unsafe with respect to the
kernel. Consequently, we are concerned with defs in both
kernel and nonkernel modules and uses in kernel modules,
but uses in nonkernel modules are not relevant.

. k!k safe: A global variable is defined to be kernel-
to-kernel safe (or k!k safe for brevity) if there are no
defs in the kernel that can reach uses in the kernel.

Consequently, a change to a k!k safe variable in a
kernel module cannot affect the kernel. So, if there is no def
of a specific global variable in a kernel module or there is no
use of that global variable in a kernel module, the global
variable is k!k safe.

. k!k unsafe: A global variable is defined to be
kernel-to-kernel unsafe (k!k unsafe) if it is not k!k
safe.

In the various operating systems we have examined, we
have noticed that there are a number of k!k unsafe global
variables that are defined in only one kernel module.
Accordingly, we need a further definition:

. minimally k!k unsafe: A k!k unsafe global
variable is defined to be minimally kernel-to-kernel
unsafe (minimally k!k unsafe) if it is defined in only
one kernel module and used in one or more kernel
modules.

We require two further definitions in order to be able to
describe the effect of a change in a nonkernel module to a
kernel module.

. non-k!k safe: A global variable is defined to be
nonkernel-to-kernel safe (non-k!k safe) if there are no
defs in nonkernel modules that can reach uses in
kernel modules.

Consequently, a change to a non-k!k safe global
variable in a nonkernel module cannot affect the kernel.

. non-k!k unsafe: A global variable is defined to be
nonkernel-to-kernel unsafe (non-k!k unsafe) if it is not
non-k!k safe.

We next use these definitions to divide global variables
in kernel-based systems into five categories. The categories
have increasing levels of effect on the maintainability of the
kernel and, thus, can be considered to be increasingly
objectionable. As previously explained, we consider uses
only inside the kernel, but we consider definitions both
inside and outside the kernel.

4.1 Category-1 Global Variables

A category-1 global variable is defined in a kernel module
but has no kernel uses. A category-1 global variable is used
in one or more nonkernel modules, but this is not important
from the viewpoint of the maintainability of the kernel.
Fig. 4 depicts a category-1 global variable.

Category-1 global variables can probably be considered
the least objectionable with respect to maintainability.
First, there is no common coupling between kernel
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modules that involves category-1 variables, so a change to
a category-1 variable cannot affect another kernel module.
Thus, category-1 global variables are k!k safe as reflected
in Table 2. Second, there are no uses of category-1
variables in kernel modules, so a modification to a
nonkernel module involving a category-1 global variable
cannot induce a regression fault in a kernel module.
Accordingly, category-1 global variables are also non-k!k
safe. The fact that category-1 global variables are both
k!k safe and non-k!k safe means that category-1 global
variables have minimal impact on the maintainability of
kernels.

4.2 Category-2 Global Variables

A category-2 global variable is defined in one kernel
module, and is also used in one or more kernel modules.
Category-2 global variables may be used in nonkernel
modules, but that use is not important. Fig. 5 depicts a
category-2 global variable gv2.

As with category 1, a modification to any category-2
global variable in a nonkernel module cannot affect a kernel
module because there is no definition of any category-2
global variable in a nonkernel module. That is, category-2
global variables are non-k!k safe. However, category-2
global variables are k!k unsafe because a change to the
kernel module that defines the variable can affect the kernel
module that uses it. By definition, however, a category-2
global variable is defined in only one kernel module and,
thus, it is minimally k!k unsafe.

4.3 Category-3 Global Variables

A category-3 global variable is defined in more than one
kernel module, and is also used in one or more kernel
modules. Category-3 global variables may be used in
nonkernel modules, but that use is not important. Fig. 6
depicts a category-3 global variable.

As with category 2, category-3 global variables are non-
k!k safe. However, they are k!k unsafe. They are not
minimally k!k unsafe, because a category-3 global variable
is defined in more than one kernel module.

4.4 Category-4 Global Variables

A category-4 global variable is defined in one or more
nonkernel modules, and used in one or more kernel
modules. As with category-2 and -3 global variables, uses
in nonkernel modules are not important. Fig. 7 depicts a

category-4 global variable gv4. Fig. 7 is the same as Fig. 4,
but with the direction of the arrow reversed.

Category-4 global variables are undesirable. They are
k!k safe but non-k!k unsafe. That is, a kernel module that
uses a category-4 global variable is vulnerable to modifica-
tions to that global variable in a nonkernel module that
defines the variable. The principle of “separation of
concerns” tells us that changes to nonkernel modules
should not be able to affect kernel modules.

4.5 Category-5 Global Variables

A category-5 global variable is defined in one or more
nonkernel modules, defined in one or more kernel modules
and used in one or more kernel modules. Fig. 8 depicts a
category-5 global variable.

Category-5 global variables are both k!k unsafe and non-
k!k unsafe. That is, a kernel module that contains a
category-5 global variable is vulnerable to modifications to
both a kernel module and a nonkernel module in which that
global variable is defined. It is extremely difficult to
minimize the impact of changes that involve category-5
global variables.

We now illustrate these concepts by applying our
categorization to Linux.

5 LINUX CASE STUDY

Our hypothesis in our case study is that our method of
classification of common coupling can be used to monitor
changes over time to kernel-based software. Furthermore,
an increase in common coupling between kernel and
nonkernel modules can make software more difficult to
maintain. We remark that this is a single case study on one
application, rather than a controlled experiment on a
number of representative subjects.

We examined the latest stable version of Linux for an
Intel-based computer, version 2.4.20. In this study, we
considered only the “.c” and “.h” source code modules.
Linux consists of the kernel (26 modules or “files”), together
with nonkernel components (9,407 modules) that are chosen
for individual installations or for specific hardware plat-
forms. Together, Linux comprises 4,260,445 lines of code (as
computed with the Linux cross-referencing tool lxr). We
used lxr to examine every instance of every global variable
in every module and determined whether that instance was
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Fig. 4. A category-1 global variable gv1.

TABLE 2
The Safety of Global Variables in Each Category

Fig. 5. A category-2 global variable gv2.



a definition or a use. This examination and determination

was performed independently by two of the authors (Yu

and Chen), and the differences were reconciled.
As shown in Table 3, there are 15,110 instances of the

99 global variables. Of these instances, 1,022 are in kernel

modules, and the remaining 14,088 instances are in

nonkernel modules. If multiple occurrences of a global

variable within a given module are ignored, there are 193

unique instances of a global variable in a kernel module,

and 2,808 unique instances of a global variable in a

nonkernel module, or 3,001 unique instances in all.
Table 4 shows the number of global variables referenced

by each pair of Linux kernel modules. For example, acct.c

(A) and capability.c (B) both reference the same

single global variable, whereas there are 15 global variables

that are referenced by both time.c (W) and timer.c (X).

Most kernel modules reference at least one global variable;

only three modules, module.c (L), pm.c (N), and

user.c (Z), have no common coupling with any other

kernel module.
There is clearly a widespread incidence of common

coupling between kernel modules. In order to investigate

the maintainability of the Linux kernel, it is necessary to

study in detail all these instances of common coupling

between kernel modules, as well as all instances of coupling

between kernel and nonkernel modules.

6 CATEGORIZATION OF COMMON COUPLING IN THE

LINUX CASE STUDY

Next, we apply the categorization of Section 4 to the global

variables of the Linux operating system.

6.1 Category-1 Global Variables in Linux

A category-1 global variable is defined in one or more

kernel modules (files) and used in one or more nonkernel

modules. Fig. 9 shows an example of a global variable,

total_forks, which falls into this category. It is defined

twice in kernel module fork.c and is used twice in a

nonkernel module. Global variable prof_buffer, shown

in Fig. 10, is also in category-1. It is defined once in a kernel

module (timer.c) and is used a total of 49 times in

24 nonkernel modules.
Table 5 shows that 23 Linux global variables fall into

category 1. Ignoring multiple instances of a global variable

in a module, there are 25 unique instances of a category-1

global variable in a kernel module and there are 35 such
instances altogether. All these instances are definitions.

6.2 Category-2 Global Variables in Linux

A category-2 global variable is defined in one kernel module
and used in one ormore kernelmodules. (The global variable
may also be used in a nonkernel module, but this is not
important.) Fig. 11 shows four category-2 global variables:
overflowuid, overflowgid, fs_overflowuid, and
fs_overflowgid. They are each defined once (a total of
four definitions) in sys.c, and are each used once in
ksyms.c and sysctl.c (a total of four times in each
module) and a total of 22 times in 16 nonkernel modules
(files).

Table 5 shows that there are 28 category-2 global
variables in Linux. Ignoring multiple instances of a global
variable in a kernel module, there are 76 instances of a
category-2 global variable in a kernel module. Considering
all instances of category-2 global variables in kernel
modules, there are 36 definitions and 208 uses. The number
of unique instances of a category-2 variable in a nonkernel
module and the number of instances of uses are 1,041 and
4,437, respectively. This is mainly due to global variable
jiffies, details of which are shown in Table 6. The global
variable jiffies is defined in timer.c only twice, but it
is used 3,977 times in 887 nonkernel modules, as shown in
Fig. 12. Excluding jiffies, the other 27 global variables in
category-2 are found in only 154 nonkernel files; there are
only 460 instances of their uses.

Detailed analysis of jiffies shows that 716 out of
the 887 nonkernel modules are related to driver modules
and platform-specific modules. In fact, 3,381 out of the
3,977 instances of uses relate to driver and platform-
specific modules. That is, in any one implementation of
Linux, there are at most 596 uses of category-2 global
variables in nonkernel modules, plus a few more in
driver modules and in platform-specific modules. Un-
fortunately, this does not change the maintainability of
the Linux kernel. When modifications are made to Linux,
they must be made to the entire system, not just to a
specific small set of driver modules and platform-specific
modules.

6.3 Category-3 Global Variables in Linux

A category-3 global variable is defined in more than one
kernel module, and used in one or more kernel modules
(and possibly in one or more nonkernel modules, but this is
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TABLE 3
Overview of Linux Global Variables

TABLE 4
The Number of Global Variables Referenced by Each Pair of Linux Kernel Modules

Key to modules: A: acct.c; B: capability.c; C: context.c; D: dma.c; E: exec_domain.c; F: exit.c; G: fork.c; H: info.c; I:
itimer.c; J: kmod.c; K: ksyms.c; L: module.c; M: panic.c; N: pm.c; O: printk.c; P: ptrace.c; Q: resource.c; R: sched.c; S:
signal.c; T: softirq.c; U: sys.c; V: sysctl.c; W: time.c; X: timer.c; Y: uid16.c; Z: user.c.

Fig. 9. Common coupling of category-1 global variables total_forks.

Fig. 10. Common coupling of category-1 global variable prof_buffer.
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TABLE 5
Summary of Definitions and Uses of Global Variables in Linux

Fig. 11. Category-2 global variables overflowuid, overflowgid, fs_overflowuid, and fs_overflowgid.

TABLE 6
Details of Category-2 Global Variables in Linux Nonkernel Modules

Fig. 12. Category-2 global variable jiffies.



not important). Two of the global variables that fall into this

category are time_constant and xtime, depicted in

Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The dotted lines in Fig. 14

separate the modules that have instances of both definitions

and uses of the global variable (timer.c, time.c) from

the modules that have instances of only uses of the global

variable (acct.c, ksyms.c).
A summary of the definitions and uses of the category-3

global variables appears in Table 5. In addition, details of

those variables are given in Table 7; one global variable,

xtime, is responsible for nearly 90 percent of the instances

of uses in nonkernel modules.

6.4 Category-4 Global Variables in Linux

A category-4 global variable is defined in one or more

nonkernel modules and used in one or more kernel

modules. Two of the global variables belonging to this

category, child_reaper and system_utsname, are

shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. A summary of

definitions and uses appears in Table 5.

6.5 Category-5 Global Variables in Linux

A category-5 global variable is defined and used in one or

more nonkernel modules and one or more kernel modules.

Linux contains 20 category-5 global variables. Fig. 17 shows
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Fig. 13. Category-3 global variable time_constant.

Fig. 14. Category-3 global variable xtime.

TABLE 7
Details of Category-3 Global Variables in Linux Nonkernel Modules

Fig. 15. Category-4 global variable child_reaper.
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Fig. 16. Category-4 global variable system_utsname.

Fig. 17. Category-5 global variables panic_timeout and stop_a_enabled.

Fig. 18. Category-5 global variable init_task.

TABLE 8
Details of Category-5 Global Variables in Linux Kernel Modules

TABLE 9
Details of Category-5 Global Variables in Linux Nonkernel Modules



global variables panic_timeout and stop_a_enabled

and Fig. 18 depicts the definitions and uses of global
variable init_task. Data from Figs. 17 and 18, as well as
from the other category-5 global variables, appear in
Tables 8 and 9. In particular, there are 1,627 nonkernel
definitions of category-5 global variables, 1,403 just for
current; details of the definitions and uses of current

are shown in Fig. 19.
In our opinion, the large number of definitions of

category-5 global variables represents a risk to the long-
term maintainability of the Linux kernel.

7 THE MAINTAINABILITY OF THE LINUX KERNEL

Table 2 summarizes the safety characteristics for each of
the five global variable categories, that is, it shows the
potential effect that a modification to a global variable in
each category can have on the Linux kernel. Categories 1
through 3 are all non-k!k safe. That is, a modification to a
global variable in a nonkernel module cannot affect a
kernel module containing an instance of that global
variable (unless the modification introduces a definition

of the global variable and thereby changes its category). In
addition, a category-1 global variable is k!k safe; not even
a change to a kernel module can affect a kernel module
containing an instance of that global variable. A category-2
global variable is minimally k!k unsafe; there is just one
kernel module that contains a definition of that global
variable, and only a change to a definition in that kernel
module can affect another kernel module containing an
instance of the global variable. Finally, a category-3 global
variable is k!k unsafe.

Category-4 and category-5 global variables are non-k!k
unsafe. That is, a modification to a nonkernel module can
affect a kernel module (unless the modification removes
all definitions of that global variable in nonkernel
modules and thereby changes its category). Category-4
global variables are k!k safe, whereas category-5 global
variables are k!k unsafe.

The distribution of the Linux global variables by
category appears in Table 10. As stated in the previous
paragraph, global variables in categories 1, 2, and 3 are all
non-k!k safe. They constitute about 55 percent of all global
variables.
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Fig. 19. Category-5 global variable current.



However, from the viewpoint of maintenance, what is
important is not the number of unsafe global variables, but
rather the number of instances of global variables and the
number of instances of unsafe definitions of global variables.
First, if a change is made to a global variable, it has to be
consistently made to every instance of that global variable.
Thus, the total number of instances of global variables
(15,110 in the version of Linux we examined here, as stated
in Table 3) is important. Second, every unsafe definition of a
global variable constitutes a potential source of vulner-
ability from the viewpoint of maintenance of the Linux
kernel. From Table 5, we see that there are 36 instances of
definitions of category-2 global variables, 25 instances of
definitions of category-3 global variables, and 180 instances
of definitions of category-5 global variables in kernel
modules. Furthermore, there are 1,667 instances of defini-
tions of category-4 and category-5 global variables in
nonkernel modules. That is, there are 1,908 instances of
definitions of global variables that could affect a kernel
module if a modification were made to the module
containing that global variable.

In addition to the large total number of instances of
global variables, we believe the fact that there are many
instances of unsafe definitions of global variables represents
a long-term risk factor for Linux.

8 THREATS TO THE VALIDITY OF THE CASE STUDY

There are some clear threats to the validity of this case
study. First, as with any case study on a single software
system, there is an external threat in that these results
cannot be guaranteed to apply to other software systems.
However, our goal (as expressed in the hypothesis at the
beginning of Section 5) was to show that this method of
analysis can be applied to give credible results. We can
think of no reason why equally credible results will not be
obtained when our method is applied to other kernel-based
software systems.

There are also two internal threats to validity. Our results
rely on counting various data definitions and uses, and then
categorizing them. As previously described, we used an
automated tool to reduce the threat from inaccurate
counting. The categorization is somewhat more problematic
because it was done by hand using judgment that is
inherently subjective. To ameliorate this internal threat, the
categorization was done by two different researchers and
then reconciled, as described in Section 5.

9 CONCLUSIONS

This paper defines a way to classify instances of common
coupling within kernel-based software. The classification is
based on the definition-use characteristics of the variable
references between kernel and nonkernel modules. In-
stances of common coupling are classified into five
categories and analyzed as being “safe” or “unsafe” for
the kernel modules.

The paper then presents results from a case study of
applying this classification to Linux. Version 2.4.20 of Linux
for Intel-based computers contains 99 global variables. We
determined whether each of the 15,110 instances of those
global variables is a definition or a use of that global
variable. We found 1,908 unsafe definitions of global
variables, that is, definitions of global variables that could
affect a kernel module if a modification involving that
global variable were made to the module in which the
global variable is defined. In a previous paper [7], we
concluded that the large number of instances of common
coupling within Linux has the potential to lead to problems
with maintaining the Linux kernel in the long term. The
large number of unsafe definitions of global variables
reported in this paper reinforces our concern that, unless
Linux is modified to contain less common coupling, the
future prognosis of the maintainability of the Linux kernel
will be unfavorable.

We hope that this paper will contribute to the field in two
ways. First, the categorization of common coupling should
be used as a guide by developers of kernel-based software;
categories 4 and 5 are the riskiest types of common coupling
and should always be avoided. Second, it is hoped that this
method of measuring a kernel-based system can be applied
to other software systems that are developed using kernel-
based software.

In addition, it is hoped that our results can influence
developers of Linux to reduce the amount of common
coupling, particularly of category-4 and category-5 global
variables.

Finally, researchers in the area of software product lines
have suggested to us that our analysis could be extended to
those types of systems as well. We hope to investigate this
possibility in future work.
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TABLE 10
Distribution of Linux Global Variables by Category
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